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Abstract: The reduction in emissions and the increase in energy costs push companies to identify
solutions to reduce energy consumption in production systems. One of the approaches proposed
in the literature is the shutdown of machines to reduce energy consumption in the idle state. This
solution does not affect production processes and can be applied in various manufacturing fields.
This paper proposes switch-off policies in manufacturing systems under a workload control system.
The shutdown policies developed consider the number of items in the queue and the calculation
derived from the workload control mechanism. Simulation models have been developed to test the
proposed policies using the case always on as a benchmark, considering different levels of absorbed
power in the inactivity and warm-up states and different warm-up times. The results highlight how
the switch policies that include the workload evaluation drastically reduce the number of on/off
activities, assuring lower energy consumption.
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1. Introduction

Environmental sustainability and energy costs are crucial topics in manufacturing
systems. The importance of identifying new solutions to improve the energy efficiency
of manufacturing systems is essential to reduce the emission of greenhouse gases and
the energy bill. Energy savings is the main way to meet the climate change targets set by
countries around the world [1]. About 24% and 5% of global greenhouse gas emissions
are related, respectively, to industrial energy consumption and industrial processes [2].
Then, the success of the reduction in energy consumption and increment in renewable
energy sources depends strongly on industrial energy efficiency [3]. Moreover, the installed
power of renewable energy sources grew from 2011 to 2020 continuously [4], with the
main contribution by solar and wind energy, about 91%. This expansion is also due to the
reduction in installation costs of renewable sources [5]. Among the methodologies proposed
for the reduction of energy consumption, the switch-off approach [6] is a promising strategy.
This approach does not change the manufacturing processes, and no new technology or
expensive equipment is necessary. The switch-off policy works like the start and stop of the
cars to reduce the energy consumed in the idle state. The fields of industrial applications
can be different, such as CNC machining operation, welding, plastic deformation, and
many other manufacturing processes.

The switch-off policies are mainly proposed for flow lines [7,8], but few works have
studied these policies in job-shop manufacturing systems [9]. The job-shop systems are
characterized by a variable routing of the parts for which it is more complex to introduce
switch-off policies than in flow line systems. The introduction of a switch-off policy in
job-shop systems needs to use information about the system as the production planning
model. A production planning control used for job shops that work in make-to-order is the
WorkLoad Control (WLC) approach [10,11].

The switch-off policies proposed in the literature evaluate the upstream, downstream,
or both buffers for production lines. The research proposes the introduction of switch-
off policies in job-shop systems using the information of the WorkLoad Control method.
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The introduction of the WLC method allows the evaluation of the direct workload in the
queues of the machines with the indirect workload (WLC) to improve the switch-off/on
decisions. It aims to pursue a trade-off between energy reduction and manufacturing
system performance. Simulation models are used to test the proposed switch-off policies
considering the manufacturing performance, energy reduction, and the number of on/off
activities. The number of switches on/off activities is not studied in the literature but can
be relevant for the influence on the reliability of the machines.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the literature review about
the switch-off policies in manufacturing systems. Section 3 describes the manufacturing
system context under the workload control policy. Section 4 explains the switch-off policies
based on workload computation. The simulation experiments and the numerical results
are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 provides the conclusions and future research path.

2. Literature Review

Numerous works have been proposed in the literature on workload control and the
switch-off in production lines. The following discussion of the literature concerns the
proposed switch-off policies and applications in job-shop systems.

The switch-off policies have mainly been proposed in flow line systems [7,12]. These
approaches work on three decision evaluations: supervising the upstream buffer level;
supervising the downstream buffer level; and supervising the upstream and downstream
buffer levels together. These approaches reduce the energy consumed in the idle state of
the machines. The effectiveness of these models has also been tested in pull control systems
of flow lines [8].

The development of mathematical models can support the introduction of switch-off
policies, but this approach can increase computational complexity with the problem of
applying these models in real industrial applications [13].

To reduce the computational complexity, a fuzzy controller that supports each ma-
chine that collects the real-time data to switch off/on the machines was proposed in the
flow line [14,15].

Ref. [16] studied the switch-off policy introduction in the design model of the flow
line. This design model introduces a processing time distance for each couple of stations to
facilitate the switch-off of the machines. The numerical results show how this approach
leads to a significant reduction in energy consumption, limiting production loss.

Few works have been developed in the field of job shop systems. The authors of [17]
include the switch-off strategy using a mixed-integer linear programming model to reduce
energy consumption in a flexible job-shop system. The model proposed cannot identify
energy-efficient production schedules for real industrial applications.

Ref. [18] studied the scheduling problem for flexible job shops considering the switch-
off and speed processing time to save energy. A genetic algorithm is developed to solve
the mathematical problem to optimize the makespan, the energy consumption, and the
number of turning-on/off machines simultaneously.

Ref. [19] proposed a mixed-integer programming mode with a genetic algorithm to
optimize the makespan and reduce energy consumption. The numerical results show a
potential energy consumption reduction, but the genetic algorithm can lead to an increase
in the computational complexity for industrial cases.

Ref. [9] proposed a model that combines the direct and indirect workload of the stations
of a job shop. The numerical results highlight that it is possible to obtain a compromise
between energy reduction consumption and production loss.

Ref. [20] proposed a novel mathematical formulation that includes switching off the
machines to reduce energy consumption in flexible job shop scheduling problems. They
introduced a decomposition approach to allow the application of the proposed model for
large-scale problems.

Ref. [21] designed a fuzzy controller to switch off the machine while considering the
upstream buffer level and the required production rate. The simulation experiments on a
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machine highlighted that a large amount of energy could be saved without affecting the
throughput significantly. This approach could be extended to job shop systems with more
than one machine.

Ref. [22] discussed the resilience of integrated energy systems that can be affected by
the shutdown of the machines of a complete manufacturing system. The authors [23,24]
highlighted how the Internet of Things (IoT) technologies and cloud computing improve
the monitoring and operations of energy management systems.

The literature review analysis highlights the following limits:

- Few works have introduced switch-off policies in job-shop manufacturing systems.
The majority of papers developed mathematical models that can be difficult to apply
in real industrial applications.

- The introduction of switch-off policies in manufacturing systems controlled by a
workload mechanism has not been studied in the literature.

In response, this paper studied the introduction of several switch-off policies in a job
shop controlled by a workload mechanism by first asking (RQ1): what is the impact of the
switch-off policies in a job-shop system controlled by the workload mechanism?

The switch-off policies can include a different mechanism to turn off/on the machines
of the manufacturing system, and then our second research question asks (RQ2): what
is the impact on the main performance measures of the combinations of the turn-off/on
mechanism also based on the power consumed in the states of the machines?

3. Research Context

The proposed switch-off policies in a job shop controlled by workload mechanism were
evaluated using the same model introduced in previous studies [25,26] and investigated
in many works afterward. The main characteristics of the production system are briefly
described below. The job shop consists of six work centers, and each work center includes
one machine. The jobs enter the system following a random routing sequence without
any preferred routing; then, a statistical processing time for each machine (as described in
the simulation experiments section) and a due date are assigned to each job. According
to previous works [27,28], all jobs are accepted, and raw materials are always available.
Moreover, the main assumptions of the manufacturing system are the following: operations
cannot be pre-empted; each machine can process only one task at once; the queues are
managed by the Earliest Due Date (EDD) policy to improve the lateness performance; the
machining time includes the material handling time; and the handling resources are always
available. The notation used is described in the following:

Notation Definition

Indices M
The number of work centers/machines that compose the
manufacturing system

m The index of the machines m = 1, . . . , M
i The index of the jobs

Parameters PTim The processing time of the job i in the machine m

aim
A binary value equal to 1 if the job i must visit the machine
m; 0 otherwise

DDi The due date assigned to the job i
Seqim The ordered sequence of the machine m for the job i

WLnorm The norm of the workload control mechanism

Computation WLm Workload of the machine m

The workload control mechanism applied is a classical approach proposed in the
literature [27] following a continuous order release and fixed workload norm according to
the following steps. The jobs enter the pre-shop queue of the manufacturing system that is
managed according to the Earliest Due Date rule. Then, starting from the first job in the
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pre-shop queue, the potential workload of each machine added by the job is computed.
The potential workload is computed using the corrected aggregate load method [26], as
shown in Expression (1):

WLm = WLm + ∑M
m=1

PTim ∗ aim
Seqim

(1)

The corrected workload (Expression (1)) converts the load contribution considering
that the processing time of an operation is divided by the position of the corresponding
machine in the routing of the job. The potential workload computed supports the decision
on the release of the job in the manufacturing system. The job can enter the manufacturing
system if the workload of each machine is lower than the workload norm WLnorm. If the
job is released, the workload computed as shown in Expression (1) is updated for each
work center.

When job i leaves a machine, the workload of the machine is updated, as shown in
Expression (2):

WLm = WLm − PTim
Seqim

(2)

The workload is updated considering the position of the machine in the routing of the
job to keep correct the input/output of the workload computation.

4. Switch off Policies

A shutdown policy is characterized by two decisions: what is the condition for shutting
down and the condition for turning on the machine? Figure 1 shows the activities to
implement a switch-off policy; when a machine loads a part, the state runs until the end of
the machining time. So, the machine is “on service” and can either load another part or shut
down depending on the policy being enforced. If the machine shuts down, when the policy
decides to turn it on, it is considered a warm-up period to transition to the “on service”
state. The shutdown policy must consider when to shut down when the machine is in the
“in service” state or when to power back on when the machine is in the out-of-service state.
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The approaches proposed in the literature often evaluate the level of the upstream
and downstream buffer. In the case of a job shop system with the dynamic routing of
the jobs, the upstream buffer can be evaluated, while the downstream buffer cannot be
used because this buffer is not related exclusively to a specific machine as in the flow
lines. Then, the information that can support the switch-off policies for each machine is the
upstream buffer level and the workload computation derived from the workload control
mechanism. The combination of this information is proposed for computing a modified
workload that supports the switch-off policy. The modified workload is calculated as the
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combination of the workload and the items in the queue of the workstations. The modified
workload is computed as shown in Expression (3); this expression concerns the weighted
sum of two normalized values. The first is the workload of the machine m related to the
workload norm, and the second is the number of parts in the queue related to the work
in the process of the manufacturing system. The workload norm is the maximum value
possible for the workload of the machines, and the WIP is the maximum number of parts
in the manufacturing system.

WLmodm = α ∗ WLm

WLnorm
+ β ∗ Queuem

WIP
(3)

where WIP is the Work In Process of the jobs released in the manufacturing system and

α + β = 1 (4)

The modified workload, as shown in Equation (3), assumes values between 0 and 1.
Combining the upstream buffer level, workload, and modified workload can obtain five
switch-off policies, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Switch-off policies investigated.

Switch-Off Policy Off Condition Machine m On Condition Machine m

Policy 1 Queuem = 0 Queuem = 1

Policy 2 WLm < Threshold1 Queuem = 1

Policy 3 WLmodm < Threshold2 Queuem = 1

Policy 4 WLmodm < Threshold3 WLmodm > Threshold4

Policy 5 WLm < Threshold5 WLm > Threshold6

Policy 1 is used as the benchmark because it turns off the machines when the queue is
empty and turns on as soon as an item arrives in the queue, and this is the upstream policy
widely used in the literature [12].

Policy 2 uses the workload computed for the workload control to switch off the
machine while the machine turns on when an item arrives in the queue. Then, the first
threshold (threshold1) should be defined. Policy 3 differs from policy 2 in terms of the
switch-on condition that considers the workload modified, as computed in Equation (3)
with another threshold (threshold2) used to define.

The modified workload is used to switch on and off the machines for policy 4 with the
relative thresholds (Threshold3 and Threshold4). Finally, policy 5 considers the workload
computation to switch off/on with another two thresholds (Threshold5 and Threshold6).

5. Simulation Environment

The performance of the proposed switch-off policies is compared with the always-on
model. The simulation model has the same characteristics as previous work proposed in the
literature [27,28]; Table 2 reports the model characteristics for the simulations conducted.

Table 2. Model characteristics.

Number of machines 6, including 1 bottleneck

Inter-arrival EXPO (0.642)

Number of operations Discrete Uniform [1, 6]

Due date (total processing time) × Uniform [5, 10]

Processing times, no bottlenecks 2-Erlang with mean 1

Processing times bottlenecks 2-Erlang with mean 1.15 (utilization about 90%)
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The job shop consists of 6 work centers/machines with 1 bottleneck; the processing
time of machines that have no bottlenecks follows a 2-Erlang distribution with a mean of
1 and a mean of 1.15 for the bottleneck to lead to an average utilization of 90%. The job’s
arrival follows an exponential distribution with a parameter of 0.642.

The routing of the jobs is random, without any preferential sequence, with the number
of operations extracted by a discrete uniform between 1 and 6.

Due date is assigned to each job, considering the total processing time multiplied by a
parameter extracted by a uniform distribution. Finally, the simulation length is 25,000 h.

The simulation model described above was developed using the software package
SIMUL® (version 29.0).

Simul8 is a computer package for Discrete Event Simulation to simulate and model a
wide variety of manufacturing systems, such as production lines, job shops, robotics cells,
assembly systems, and complex product flows. The simulations conducted by SIMUL8
provide a series of statistics on the main performance measures of the manufacturing
system tested.

The effects of the power in the three states (idle, stop, and warm-up) of the machines
and the warm-up time are considered to evaluate the proposed switch-off policies. The
power of the work state is fixed because the objective is to evaluate the relation between
the power in the work state and the other states. In detail, 3 values for the warm-up time
are considered, 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6, which correspond to 20%, 40%, and 60% of the mean
processing time of the machines.

Table 3 shows the power cases evaluated for the states of work, idle, stop, and warm-up
of the machines.

Table 3. Power sensitivity analysis.

Power Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Case 5 Case 6 Case 7 Case 8 Case 9

Work (Kw) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

Idle (Kw) 3 4 5 3 4 5 3 4 5

Stop (kw) 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1

Warm-up (Kw) 5 5 5 4 4 4 3 3 3

The experiments concern 6 models (benchmark and 5 switch-off policies), 9 cases
of power values, and 3 warm-up times, with a total of 162 cases. The simulations are
repeated for several values of the thresholds (see Table 1) to obtain results similar to policy
1 proposed in the literature.

For each class of experiment, a series of replicates were carried out capable of ensuring
a confidence interval of 5% and 95% of the confidence level for each performance measure.
Each combination of the experimental class features over 2000 replicas and approximately
6 h of computation time (4 GHz Intel Core i7 and 8 Gb RAM). The simulations evaluate
the performance measures in the following areas: the performance of the manufacturing
system: throughput (products/unit time), number of products delayed (products), total
time of lateness (unit time), and the lateness for the product unit (unit time/product); the
performance about the energy consumption includes the energy consumed in idle, working,
stop and warm-up states.

6. Numerical Results

The simulations for the benchmark case are repeated for different values of the work-
load norm to obtain a better performance. The workload norm that leads to better perfor-
mance is equal to 12 for all simulations conducted.

Table 4 reports the values of the thresholds, alfa, and beta that lead to performance
similar to policy 1, which is the policy proposed in the literature.
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Table 4. Parameters for the switch-off policies.

Parameter Value Value

Policy 2 Threshold1 1

Policy 3 Threshold2 0.05

Policy 3 alfa 0.6 beta 0.4

Policy 4 Threshold3 0.05 Threshold4 1

Policy 5 Threshold5 0.09 Threshold6 1.1

alfa 0.6 beta 0.4

Figure 2 shows the reduction in energy consumption compared to the case of always
on for the five switch-off policies considering the nine cases of power consumption and
three warm-up times.

Policy 1 always leads to better energy reduction for all cases tested. The increment in
the warm-up times reduces the energy reduction consumption for all policies tested. This
is due to the higher energy consumed during the warm-up period.

Cases 1, 4, and 7 lead to lower energy reduction; these cases are characterized by
lower energy consumption in the idle state of the machines. The cases with higher energy
consumption in the idle state (3, 6, and 9) improve energy reduction. Then, it is important
to evaluate the characteristics of the machines to estimate the energy reduction in the
switch-off policies.

Except for case 2, policy 4 leads to better energy reduction than the other policies that
include workload computation.

Table 5 reports the ANOVA (α = 0.05) analysis conducted considering the idle, warm-
up power, and warm-up time as the source of variance. The sources of variance are relevant
for all policies tested except policy 5. The ANOVA analysis highlights how policy 5 is more
robust in terms of the warm-up characteristics.

Figure 3 shows the impact of the main effects of energy reduction for the five policies
studied. Policies 2, 3, 4, and 5 reduce the variability of the energy reduction compared to
policy 1 based only on the queues.

Figure 4 shows the number of on/off activities that can affect the tear of the machines.
Policy 2, 3, and 4 limit this value between 12,000 and 12,500. Policy 1 (based on the
queues) increases the number of on/off activities, and this policy is more affected by the
warm-up time.

Figure 5 shows the number of parts in delay compared to the model always being on.
As per the previous measure, policies 2, 3, and 4 have better performance, while policy 1 is
the worst, except when the warm-up time is lower.
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The same consideration of the part delayed can be confirmed by the total time delay,
as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 7 shows the time delay for the unit of the part delayed. The improvement
in this performance means that the increment in total time delay is not proportional to
the increment in parts delayed. Then, the parts delayed increase with switch-off policies’
increase with lower delay time accumulated. This can be important if the penalty is related
to the time delay of the parts.
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Table 5. ANOVA analysis.

Source of Variance Sum of Square Degree of Freedom Mean of Square F-Ratio p-Value

Policy 1

Idle power 0.023625 2 0.011813 911.52 0.000
Warm-up power 0.001617 2 0.000808 62.38 0.000
Warm-up time 0.004072 2 0.002036 157.12 0.000

Residual 0.000259 20 0.000013

Policy 2

Idle power 0.003696 2 0.001848 1180.47 0.000
Warm-up power 0.000163 2 0.000082 52.07 0.000
Warm-up time 0.000299 2 0.000149 95.40 0.000

Residual 0.000031 20 0.000002

Policy 3

Idle power 0.003892 2 0.001946 1542.30 0.000
Warm-up power 0.000184 2 0.000092 72.79 0.000
Warm-up time 0.000320 2 0.000160 126.80 0.000

Residual 0.000025 20 0.000001

Policy 4

Idle power 0.005817 2 0.002909 505.34 0.000
Warm-up power 0.000280 2 0.000140 24.35 0.000
Warm-up time 0.000338 2 0.000169 29.33 0.000

Residual 0.000115 20 0.000006

Policy 5

Idle power 0.003873 2 0.001937 20.23 0.000
Warm-up power 0.000573 2 0.000286 2.99 0.073
Warm-up time 0.000125 2 0.000062 0.65 0.532

Residual 0.001914 20 0.000096

The throughput of the systems does not change with the switch-off policies.
From the analysis of the results, the following points can be summarized:

- Policy 1, proposed in the literature, leads to a greater reduction in energy consumption;
the main limitations of this policy are greater variability in performance and an ex-
tremely high number of machine on/off activities that can reduce the reliability of the
machines. Moreover, the production performance measures are worst in these cases.
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- Among the policies proposed, policy 4 (based on the modified workload computation)
leads to the best compromise of energy reduction, production performance measures,
and number of machine-on/off activities.

- The ANOVA highlights how policy 5 is the more robust to the change in the parame-
ters studied.

- The simulation model is a crucial method used to estimate the performance of a
switch-off policy from several points of view.

7. Conclusions and Future Developmental Paths

The research proposed in this paper extends the switch-off method to reduce energy
consumption in job-shop systems. A production control method used in the job shop
system is workload control; in the literature, the effects of the switch-off policies in these
systems were not studied.

Then, the research proposed in this paper introduces the switch-off method in manu-
facturing systems controlled by a workload control approach to reduce energy consumption.
In response, our first research question asked: what is the impact of switch-off policies in a
job-shop system controlled by the workload mechanism?

The simulation results have demonstrated how the switch-off policies can reduce the
energy consumption of the manufacturing system by reducing the energy consumed in
the idle state of the machines. The upstream policy, proposed in the literature, allows for
drastically reducing energy consumption, but the number of turns on/off of the machines
is very high, and the performance measures of the manufacturing system are the worst.

Then, the policies proposed that include the workload computation of the control
mechanism allow us to obtain a better trade-off between energy consumption and manu-
facturing system performance. Moreover, the number of turns on/off of the machines is
lower with the proposed switch-off policies.

The analysis of the different values of idle power and warm-up characteristics answers
our second research question: what is the impact on the main performance measures of
the combinations of the turn-off/on mechanism also based on the power consumed in the
states of the machines?

The idle and warm-up power characteristics impact the manufacturing performance
and energy consumption, as shown by the ANOVA analysis. The simulations show how the
proposed policy based on workload computation is more robust against these parameters.
Moreover, policy 5, based on workload control data, is not affected by the warm-up power
and time.

At the managerial level, the simulation supports the decision maker in choosing the
better switch-off policy for energy consumption reduction and the manufacturing perfor-
mance target. The simulation helps the decision maker because it allows for estimating
both the productivity and energy performance of the manufacturing systems. The potential
industrial applications can involve production systems where CNC machines are used.
Recent CNC machines are capable of switching into energy-saving modes or even shutting
down completely. For example, [29] argued how in an aircraft small-parts supplier, there
is an idle period of 16% of the machines, and this can reduce the energy consumption by
about 13% with a switch-off policy. Therefore, the proposed method can support industrial
cases with several CNC machines (such as cutting operations) or auxiliary tools such as air
compressed for welding tasks. This is because both the CNC machines and air-compressed
auxiliary tools can easily be turned off and on.

This research, following the works proposed in the literature, concerns a manufac-
turing system with dedicated machines; a future development path can investigate the
impact of machine flexibility. A limitation of the proposed method is that the flexibility of
the machines is not considered, and the method works with a determined routing of the
jobs. Another limit is the processing time, which should have lower variability to aid the
proposed model. A future research path can investigate the impact of workload control
and a switch-off policy on the peak power constraint due to the energy provider.
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